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Transport Monte Carlo:
High-Accuracy Posterior Approximation
via Random Transport
Leo L. Duan∗
Abstract: Markov chain Monte Carlo is routinely used for posterior estimation in Bayesian
models; however, it can suffer from computing inefficiency, especially in high dimensional
or hierarchical models, due to the high correlation appearing in the Markov chain. While
approximate solutions have become popular, there are concerns about accuracy. Inspired by
the optimal transport literature, we propose a new posterior estimation strategy by instead
solving for a random transport plan between the target posterior and multivariate uniform
distribution. Specifically, the uniform can be well approximated by an infinite mixture of
one-to-one transforms from the posterior — the reverse conditional is the posterior as a
random draw from the transforms of the uniform, providing a way of rapidly generating
independent posterior samples. Most importantly, via the Bayes’ theorem, the drawing is
directly weighted by the posterior density/mass function, leading to high approximation
accuracy. Compared to the other inverse methods, our random transport plan is very simple
to parameterize, such as a mixture of basic location-and-scale changes. We provide theoretic
justifications and quantify the approximation error of the finite sample. Our method shows
compelling advantages in the accuracy compared to other state-of-art approaches, and we
demonstrate its practical usefulness in solving challenging problems, such estimating multi-
modal distribution, high-dimensional sparse regression, and combinatorial graph.
KEYWORDS: Monge and Kantorovich Transports, Pointwise Mixture, Simple Function
Approximation, Variational Inference.
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1 Introduction
The bayesian framework is routinely used to impose model regularization and obtain un-
certainty quantification. As the posterior distribution often does not have a closed-form, it
is common to rely on Monte Carlo estimation. The Markov chain Monte Carlo has been
the most popular method due to the ability to alternatively update only one part of the
parameter at each time; often, each conditional update is easy to carry out, such as having
tractable full conditional form. As a side effect, this creates a Markov chain dependency
among the collected samples; to reduce this effect, one can filter down the collected Markov
chain, often known as “thinning”, by keeping the samples that are a few iterations apart
and discarding the ones in between.
A primary challenge is that modern Bayesian applications often involve complicated models
such as high dimensionality or hierarchical structure, this computing strategy becomes very
inefficient: since each update could correspond to a small local change, the Markov chain
can be still highly auto-correlated even with a sizeable amount of thinning. This is known
as the low effective sample size problem or slow mixing of Markov chains. This issue has
been well known for a long time in the community, yet it was formally studied only until
recently. See Rajaratnam and Sparks (2015) on the failing of convergence rate guarantee in
high dimension, Johndrow et al. (2019) on the case of imbalanced categorical data, Duan
et al. (2018) on the need to calibrate the step size for data augmentation, etc. For a recent
survey on this issue, see Robert et al. (2018). This issue has motivated a large literature of
new Markov chain methods, using different proposing algorithms such as those originating
from physics, to make the new state less correlated to the current one. Examples include
Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm (Roberts and Tweedie, 1996), Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo (Neal, 2011), piecewise deterministic (Bierkens et al., 2019), or continuous-time Markov
chain Monte Carlo (Fearnhead et al., 2018).
At the same time, there is a sizeable literature focusing on sampling approaches that bypass
the use of Markov chains, hence capable of generating independent samples. For example,
Approximate Bayesian Computation (Beaumont et al. (2009)), in its rejection algorithm,
samples a set of the parameters from prior and then simulate a set of data given each sam-
pled parameter, and decides to whether to accept it based on the divergence between the
simulated and observed data; the variational Bayes (Blei et al., 2017) approximates the pos-
terior with another simpler distribution, such as the mean-field approximation that assumes
independence of the parameters. Despite the popularity, a primary concern is that there is
a non-negligible gap (that is, positive statistical distance) between the target posterior and
the approximation — this gap could impact important the accuracy of uncertainty quantifi-
cation such as covariance estimation. For the discussion and some remedy on those issues,
see Giordano et al. (2018).
Among these approaches, a particularly distinctive approach involves searching for an invert-
ible “transport”, a mapping between the posterior and a “reference” distribution, a relatively
simple-to-simulate distribution such as multivariate normal. The pioneering work was pro-
posed by El Moselhy and Marzouk (2012) (among the series of expanding work), in which
one assumes there is a one-to-one mapping that can change the reference to the posterior
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distribution. By parameterizing the mapping as monotonic, the transformed distribution
of the reference can be obtained in the closed-form via change-of-variable. Then one could
estimate the parameters in the mapping via minimizing a divergence between the target pos-
terior and the transformed reference. Compared to the other approaches, a major advantage
is that if an invertible solution does exist, then, in theory, there is no approximation error,
and in practice, the algorithm would have very high accuracy.
On the other hand, there are a few critical limitations. First, the assumption of one-to-one
mapping is very restrictive, and in fact, such a mapping often does not exist between the
reference and the target posterior. Roughly speaking, if there is a discrepancy between the
measure dimensions of the two, then there is no viable invertible mapping — for example,
if the posterior is a degenerate normal distribution in a subspace of Rp (such as with some
elements fixed to zero as in variable selection model), while the reference is a non-degenerate
p-variate normal. Ambrosio et al. (2012) gives more examples on incompatible topologies.
Further, if the posterior is discrete, then it is impossible to associate it with a continuous
reference via invertible mapping; although potentially, one could use a discrete reference and
discrete transform, the choices of the latter is quite limited.
Second, there is a large parameterization burden on the mapping. As can be imagined, the
mapping needs to flexible enough to minimize the discrepancy between the two distributions,
which inevitably will involve a lot of parameters. There is a machine learning literature, com-
monly known as normalizing flow, that attempts to automates this procedure (Rezende and
Mohamed (2015); Dinh et al. (2017); Papamakarios et al. (2017); among others). Specifically,
the customized monotonic transform is replaced by an approximating neural network that
has a guarantee in its invertibility. Despite some empirical improvement, the large number
of training parameters makes it quite challenging to scale up for high dimensional posterior
estimation — for example, it is computationally prohibitive to parameterize an invertible
mapping between a high-dimensional reference and an equal-dimensional target, unless the
latent dimensions in the neural network are constrained to low dimension. More importantly,
recent work formally shows a concerning lack of flexibility in a large class of normalizing flows
(even with an infinite depth of neural network) (Kong and Chaudhuri, 2020). This compu-
tational barrier and lack of theoretic guarantees hinder a broader statistical adoption.
Motivated to make the transport-based algorithms accessible to the statistical community,
while addressing the flaws as described, we propose a new approach named “Transport Monte
Carlo”. Instead of relying on a deterministic mapping that can be complicated to param-
eterize, we consider a non-deterministic association between the reference and the target
posterior. Specifically, we assume the reference (a multivariate uniform distribution) can be
written as a mixture of many one-to-one transforms from the posterior. This decomposes a
potentially complicated or non-invertible mapping into several parts; each can be parameter-
ized as simple as a location-scale change. Applying the Bayes’ theorem gives the posterior as
a draw from reverse transforms of the uniform, where each weight is locally adjusted by the
posterior density/mass function, leading to high approximation accuracy. Due to the non-
deterministic association, we can associate the continuous reference with discrete posterior.
We establish the theoretical properties, including asymptotic guarantee, approximation error
due to finite samples, as well as an extension of independent Hastings algorithm. We will
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demonstrate the performance through several challenging posterior estimation tasks, such as
multi-modal distribution, high-dimensional sparse regression, and graph estimation.
2 Transport Monte Carlo
2.1 Two Types of Transport: Deterministic versus Random
In order to properly motivate the Transport Monte Carlo approach, we first introduce some
notations and give a brief review of the relevant transport concepts.
Let θ P Θ be a parameter of interest, Π0pθq the prior density/mass function, y the data and
Lpy; θq the likelihood. Our interest is the random variable from the posterior, associated
with the measure µθ : BpΘq Ñ R`, with B the Borel σ-algebra:
θ „ Πpθ; yq “ rzpyqs´1Lpy; θqΠ0pθq,
where zpyq “ ş
Θ
Lpy; θqΠ0pθqdθ or zpyq “ řΘ Lpy; θqΠ0pθq is the normalizing constant. Let
β P β be a random variable from the reference distribution,
β „ Πrpβq,
where Πrpβq is the density/mass of another proper measure µβ : Bpβq Ñ R`.
To introduce the transport idea, consider the earth mover’s intuition: imagine a discrete
distribution as a pile of earth, scattered at locations β’s and each containing mass Πrpβq
(for continuous distribution, we can imagine each location as an infinitesimal neighborhood
around β). Our goal is to move the earth to locations θ’s so that each contains mass
Πpθ; yq.
A simple strategy is known as the Monge transport (Monge, 1781): at location β, we move
all the mass there to new location T pβq, with T a deterministic transform T : β Ñ Θ, so that
we have µθpAq “ µβrtx : T pxq P Aus for all A P BpΘq. A sizeable recent literature is largely
based on the Monge transport (El Moselhy and Marzouk, 2012; Rezende and Mohamed,
2015): further, when T is restricted to be invertible, then via change-of-variable, we can
obtain the equality Πrpβq “ ΠrT pβq; ys| det∇T pβq| with ∇ the Jacobian for continuous
pβ, θq (for discrete ones, the Jacobian term is removed). In practice, one parameterizes T
with sufficient flexibility, then relying on optimization to solve the above equation.
However, there are two fundamental issues — (i) the Monge transport often does not exist,
that is, there is not a feasible T to make µθpAq “ µβrtx : T pxq P Aus. As a classic toy
example, it is impossible to change µβ as a point mass at zero to a Bernoulli µθ supported at
one with probability p and zero with probability p1 ´ pq— although we can use the Monge
transport in the opposite direction to change a Bernoulli µβ to a point mass µθ, this T is
not invertible. Further, as mentioned in the introduction, for continuous distributions, any
mismatch in the measure dimensions of the two will prevent a solution of invertible T ; (ii)
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as can be expected, the parameterization of T is often quite challenging, especially when
Πpθ; yq is complicated.
This severe limitation of the Monge transport has been realized for a long time, and has ever
since motivated another transport named the Kantorovich transport (Kantorovich, 1942):
at location β, instead of moving all the mass in the same way, we split the mass there
into smaller units according to a conditional probability distribution Πpθ | βq for possible
values θ1, θ2, . . ., then moving each unit to θ1, θ2, . . . accordingly. To see this, we can solve
the above point-mass-to-Bernoulli problem by simply taking Prpθ “ 1 | β “ 0q “ p and
Prpθ “ 0 | β “ 0q “ 1´ p. Figure 1 shows two more sophisticated examples.
(a) A random transport plan to change a dis-
crete distribution supported at 5 points to one
at 3 points.
(b) A random transport plan to change a
continuous distribution to a discrete one sup-
ported at 3 points.
Figure 1: Two examples showing the flexibility of the random transport plan (the Kan-
torovich transport): in each panel, the colors in left figure represent the conditional distri-
bution Πpθ | βq, each is moved into the block of the matching color in the right figure. In
both examples, it is impossible to use an invertible transform T to change one distribution
to another.
The Kantorovich transport always exists — equivalently, it is about finding a joint distribu-
tion between θ and β, also known as a random “transport plan”:
pθ, βq „ Πpθ, βq, such that
ż
β
Πpθ, βqdβ “ Πpθ; yq,
ż
Θ
Πpθ, βqdθ “ Πrpβq, (1)
for continuous pβ, θq; and for discrete ones, integrals are placed with summations.
Since our goal is to use the transport for posterior estimation, we do not aim to solve for
the “optimal transport” (which would minimize a certain transport cost function). Instead,
we want to find a random transport plan that has a convenient form of Πpθ | βq, ease of
parameterization, and accuracy guarantee.
2.2 Random Transport Plan via Infinite Mixture
For simplicity, we will focus on both β and θ as continuous random variables from now on,
with extension to the discrete θ deferred to a later section. Without loss of generality, we
assume both β and θ are p-element vectors.
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We want to find an approximate solution to the transport plan Πpβ, θq so that it is amenable
for tractable computation. On the surface, it may be tempting to approximate Πpθ | βq di-
rectly; however, this is a quite demanding task as we need to have a flexible parameterization
of pθ, βq, so that its marginal can well approximate the posterior Πpθ; yq.
Instead, we consider the alternative of starting with the exact marginal θ „ Πpθ; yq, then
approximating Πpβ | θq first. Afterwards, a simple application of the Bayes’ theorem gives
us Πpθ | βq. Intuitively, the reverse conditioning provides a “calibration” by incorporating
the information from Πpθ; yq.
Specifically, we approximate the exact conditional kernel Πpβ | θq “ Πpβ, θq{Πpθ; yq by an
infinite mixture (for clarity, we will use Π˜p.q to denote an approximation):
Π˜pβ | θq “
8ÿ
k“1
wkpθqδrβ ´ T´1k pθqs, (2)
where δ is the Dirac delta, representing a point mass distribution at T´1k pθq,
ş
T´1k pθq δrβ ´
T´1k pθqsdβ “ 1; wkpθq ě 0 and
ř8
k“1wkpθq “ 1. This infinite mixture approximation was
inspired by Bayesian non-parametric approximation of the conditional density (Dunson et al.,
2007); nevertheless, the difference is that instead of treating β as some predictor-based linear
transform xTθ, we set Tk to be an invertible and differentiable transform.
Given θ „ Πpθ; yq, we can view the reference now β „ Π˜pβ | θq as an augmented random
variable drawn from tT´1k pθquk with probability wkpθq. Although the conditional Πpβ |
θq is a discrete distribution, when integrating over θ, its marginal becomes a continuous
distribution:
Π˜pβq “
ż
Π˜pβ | θqΠpθ; yqdθ
“
8ÿ
k“1
wkrTkpβqsΠrTkpβq; ys|det∇Tkpβq|1tTkpβq P Θu,
(3)
where the second line uses the change-of-variable in Dirac delta δrβ´T´1k pθqs “ |det∇Tkpβq|δrθ´
Tkpβqs and
ş
X
fpxqδpx´yqdx “ fpyq1py P Xq, as well as the Fubini’s theorem for exchanging
summation and integration; 1rEs is an indicator function taking value 1 if event E holds, or
0 otherwise. In addition, regarding those y R X : fpyq “ 8, ş
X
fpxqδpx´ yqdx “ 0.
In the theory section, we will show that (3) can well approximate very simple continuous
distributions, such as the multivariate uniform Πrpβq „ UniformrŚpj“1plj, ujqs, with plj, ujq
the range in each dimension.
For now, applying the Bayes theorem, we obtain the reverse conditional for sampling θ given
β:
Π˜rθ “ Tkpβq | βs “ Πpθ; yqΠ˜pβ | θq1rθ “ Tkpβqs
Π˜pβq
“ wkrTkpβqsΠrTkpβq; ys|det∇Tkpβq|1tTkpβq P Θuř8
k“1wkrTkpβqsΠrTkpβq; ys|det∇Tkpβq|1tTkpβq P Θu
:“ vkpβq
(4)
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which is a discrete distribution drawn from tTkpβquk. We denote (4) by vkpβq for conve-
nience.
Remark 1 (Difference from a mixture-based variational approximation). It is important
to distinguish Π˜rθ “ Tkpβq | βs from a variational approximation using the conventional
mixture
ř8
k“1 vk˚δrθ´Tkpβqs, with vk˚ some constant mixture weight that
ř
k vk˚ “ 1. The key
difference is that the weight vkpβq in (4) is now proportional to Πpθ; yq, hence automatically
favoring a transform Tk that generates higher posterior density. This substantially reduces
the burden to parameterize Tk.
To develop an algorithm that we call Transport Monte Carlo, we can optimize tpwk, Tkquk
to match Π˜pβq « Πrpβq, then sample pβ, θq via the following steps:
β
iid„ Πr,
c „ Categoricalrv1pβq, v2pβq, . . . , s,
θ “ Tcpβq.
(5)
That is, pβ, θq „ ΠrpβqΠ˜pθ | βq. Importantly, note that the generated samples of θ are
completely independent.
Remark 2. If we could sample β „ Π˜pβq in the first step, then we would obtain the exact
marginal
ş
Π˜pβqΠ˜pθ | βqdβ “ Πpθ; yq. Because the substitution, the samples from (5) are
posterior approximation, with the approximation error coming from the discrepancy between
Π˜pβq and Πrpβq.
2.3 Parameterizing the Mixture Weight and Transform
Our next task is to parameterize wkpθq and Tkpβq. Thanks to (4), we can use some very
simple parameterization for Tk — this not only reduces the computing cost, but also allows
more tractable theoretic analysis later on.
In this article, we choose the element-wise location-and-scale change:
Tkpβq “ sk d β `mk, (6)
where sk P Rp`,mk P Rp, and d is the element-wise product. Accordingly, the Jacobian
determinant is det∇Tkpβq “śpj“1 sk,j, with psk,1, . . . , sk,pq “ sk.
For the mixture weight, to satisfy
ř8
k“1wkpθq “ 1 while including a dependency on θ, we
use a multinomial logistic function,
wkpθq “ bk exppa
T
k θqř8
k1“1 bk1 exppaTk1θq
, (7)
where ak P Rp, each bk ě 0.
As (7) is invariant a re-scaling of bk’s, we further constrain
ř8
k“1 bk “ 1, making pb1, b2, . . .q
a probability vector. This allows us to efficiently deal with the infinite dimensionalty, by
treating pb1, b2, . . .q as the weights from a Dirichlet process, equivalent to the limit form
pb1, . . . , bKq „ Dirpα{K, . . . , α{Kq
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as K Ñ 8, where α ą 0 is the concentration parameter. As a well-known property of
Dirichlet process, pb1, b2, . . .q will have only a few elements away from zero, hence shrinking
most of wk’s close to zeros and effectively selecting only a few Tk’s.
To understand the geometric intuition behind (6) and (7), we can focus on the most likely
draw in (5)
cˆpβq “ arg max
k
wkrTkpβqsΠrTkpβq; ys|det∇Tkpβq|,
which varies with value of β. Therefore, we can treat cˆpβq as if a classifier with input β.
To illustrate this, we use an example of sampling the target posterior form a two-component
normal mixture in R2:
θ | y „ 0.5 Np
„´3
´1

,
„
1 ´0.9
´0.9 1

q ` 0.5 Np
„
5
2

,
„
1 0.5
0.5 1

q.
with uniform reference Πrpβq „ Uniformrp´5, 5q2s. After the optimization, we plot the
randomly sampled β and transported θ in Figure 2.
Panel(a) shows the partitioning of the space using cˆ. The logistic function help divide the
space of β into small local regions, where in each region, the points are most likely to go
through Tcˆ. Panels (b) and (c) show the randomly drawn c for each point and the obtained
sample Tcpβq.
(a) Reference samples β „
Uniformpr´5, 5s2q, colored by
the most probable transform
cˆ “ arg maxk Prrθ “ Tkpβqs.
(b) The reference samples col-
ored by the drawn c, each β
will go through Tc, a location-
and-scale change.
(c) After drawing c (shown in
color) and the simple trans-
form, the produced θ follows a
bivariate normal mixture.
Figure 2: Simulation shows transporting a uniform β into a two-component normal mixture
θ: each point of β randomly draws a latent categorical variable c (panel b), then goes through
a simple location-and-scale change θ “ sc d β `mc. The distribution of c (panel a) and the
parameters sc and mc are estimated via optimization.
2.4 Transport to Discrete Posterior
Now we explore the random transport plan to a discrete θ „ Πpθ; yq. Since the continuous
transform is much more convenient to deal with, we use an embedding strategy by considering
another continuous latent variable η P η, such that its space η can be partitioned into disjoint
subsets tAθuθ and each Aθ corresponds to a unique value of θ. To give a concrete example,
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if our parameter of interest is binary θ “ t0, 1u, then we can use two intervals A0 “ p´1, 0q
and A1 “ p0, 1q as the embedding sets. Since the subsets are disjoint, if we know η, we can
recover the corresponding θ “ l P Θ such that η P Al, we denote this reverse lookup by
θ “ Rpηq. In the above binary example, we can use Rpθq “ 1pη ą 0q.
Further, if we choose each Aθ to have a unit volume, we can assign a uniform conditional
density Πpη | θq “ 1pη P Aθq. This leads to the marginal density,
Πpηq “
ÿ
θPΘ
Πpθ; yqΠpη | θq
“
ÿ
θPΘ
Πpθ; yq1pη P Aθq
“ΠtRpηq; yu,
with its support tη : Rpηq P Θu; the summation disappears because for a given η, 1pη P
Aθq “ 1 only when θ “ Rpηq, and is 0 for θ ‰ Rpηq.
With the embedding η, we can now instead consider the random transport plan between η
and a continuous reference β, and transform η to β afterwards:
pη, βq „ Πpη, βq such that
ż
β
Πpη, βqdβ “ Πpηq,
ż
η
Πpη, βqdη “ Πrpβq.
Similar to (2), we approximate the conditional Πpβ | ηq by
Π˜pβ | ηq “
8ÿ
k“1
wkpηqδrβ ´ T´1k pηqs,
and integrating over η gives the approximate marginal:
Π˜pβq “
8ÿ
k“1
wktTkpβquΠrRtTkpβqu; ys|det∇Tkpβq|1tTkpβq P ηu.
After minimizing the difference between the Π˜pβq and Πrpβq. Using β „ Πr, the reverse
conditional distribution for sampling θ is:
Π˜rθ “ RtTkpβqu | βs “ wkrTkpβqsΠtRrTkpβqs; yu|det∇Tkpβq|1tTkpβq P ηuř8
k“1wkrTkpβqsΠtRrTkpβqs; yu|det∇Tkpβq|1tTkpβq P ηu.
In the data application, we will use this method to solve a challenging graph estimation
problem. For now, given the high similarity in methodology to the continuous cases, for
conciseness, we will focus on continuous θ in the following discussion.
3 Transport Monte Carlo Algorithm
3.1 Algorithmic Details
We consider the Transport Monte Carlo as a two-stage algorithm: (i) optimization to es-
timate the mixture weight and component one-to-one transform, (ii) sampling independent
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β, and using the random transport to obtain θ. We keep those two stages separate since
the optimization is the time-consuming step and can be accelerated using the stochastic
gradient descent, whereas, given an optimized transport plan, the sampling is easy to carry
out rapidly for a large number of samples.
Optimization: With pwk, Tkq chosen, we can now minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence Eβ„Πrpβq logrΠrpβq{Π˜pβqs, so that Πrpβq « Πpβq.
The total loss, along with the Dirichlet process regularization on bk is
Loss “ Eβ„Πrpβq logrΠrpβq{Π˜pβqs ` pα{K ´ 1q
ÿ
k
log bk
“ ´Eβ„Πrpβq log
Kÿ
k“1
wkrTkpβqsLry;TkpβqsΠ0rTkpβqs
pź
j“1
sk,j1tTkpβq P Θu
´
ÿ
k
pα{K ´ 1q log bk ` constant,
(8)
where the optimization parameters are sk,mk, ak, bk. To allow tractable computation, we
use a truncation at K, as an approximation to the infinite dimension Dirichlet distribution
(Ishwaran and Zarepour, 2002). This leads to an effective number of optimization parameters
Kp3p` 1q. In this article, we use K “ 100 in most of our examples.
Since the expectation may be intractable, we use the empirical KL divergence by drawing a
batch of βl „ Πrpβq for l “ 1, . . . , nb, then approximate the expectation by average in (8).
At each optimization iteration, instead of using a fixed training set, we draw a new set of
βl „ Πrpβq to calculate the gradient. Effectively, this is equivalent to the stochastic gradient
descent algorithm based on a training sample size n˚ “ 8 [since we can draw infinitely many
samples from Πrpβq]. Therefore, the number of training samples can be guaranteed to be
larger than the number of training parameters.
We use the PyTorch framework for auto-differentiation and ADAM optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) for gradient descent. We consider the optimization converged if the change in the
loss function is smaller than a threshold of over 100 iterations. We provide all the code in
the supplementary materials.
Drawing θ via Random Transport:
After the optimization converges, the samples of θ can be obtained via
β
iid„ Πr,
c „ Categoricalrv1pβq, . . . , vKpβqs,
θ “ Tcpβq.
Remark 3. Strictly speaking, the samples of θ generated from above are approximate samples
to θ „ Πpθ; yq, since we substitute Π˜pβq by Πr in the first line. In all of our cases, we found
the approximations indistinguishable from the ones obtained from a long-time run of MCMC.
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On the other hand, if we want to obtain the asymptotic exactness guarantee as in MCMC, we
can adopt the optimized transport plan as an independent proposal distribution in MCMC.
This leads to the following extension.
3.2 Extension: Combining with Independence Hastings Algorithm
A unique advantage of MCMC is its asymptotic exactness guarantee — as the number of
collected samples increases to infinity, under some ergodic conditions, the samples from the
Markov chain will converge to the posterior distribution (Roberts and Tweedie, 1996). Since
the optimized random transport can generate independent samples with small approximation
errors, we can use it as a proposal-generating distribution for MCMC.
Specifically, we first optimize the transport plan as described above, then we consider the
MCMC target distribution as the augmented. Πpθ; yqΠ˜rβ | θs, with the later a categorical
distribution Prrβ “ T´1k pθqs “ wkpθq as defined in (2), except we use the truncation at K
and treat the tTk, wkuk as fixed.
Clearly, the θ-marginal distributon is the posterior Πpθ; yq. In the Markov chain, we denote
a given state by pβt, θtq with θt “ Tctpβtq, and the new proposal by pβ˚, θ˚q.
When devising the proposal kernel, we recognize that if the target state space Θ is un-
bounded, such as Rp, there will be a small discrepancy from the image of Tk’s from a uni-
form reference sample β „ Πrpβq (that is, with compact support). To correct this, we now
generate the β from a two-component mixture, with one component from uniform Πrpβq and
the other from distribution Πapβq with the unbounded support. This leads to a proposal
kernel:
Qpβ˚, θ˚q “ rρΠrpβ˚q ` p1´ ρqΠapβ˚qsΠ˜pθ˚ | β˚q
“ rρΠrpβ˚q ` p1´ ρqΠapβ˚qswcrTcpβ
˚qsΠrTcpβ˚q; ys|det∇Tcpβ˚q|1tθ˚ “ Tcpβ˚q, Tcpβ˚q P ΘuřK
k“1wkrTkpβ˚qsΠrTkpβ˚q; ys|det∇Tkpβ˚q|1tTkpβ˚q P Θu
,
with ρ P p0, 1s and chosen to be a value close to 1 (we use 0.99). Using the Hastings algorithm,
we accept pβ˚, θ˚q with probability
min
#
1,
Πpθ˚; yqΠ˜rβ˚ | θ˚s
Πpθt; yqΠ˜rβt | θts
Qpβt, θtq
Qpβ˚, θ˚q
+
,
Applying change of variable θ “ Tcpβq and some cancellations (detail provided in the ap-
pendix), the above acceptance rate becomes
min
#
1,
rρΠrpβtq ` p1´ ρqΠapβtqsΠ˜pβ˚q
rρΠrpβ˚q ` p1´ ρqΠapβ˚qsΠ˜pβtq
+
.
Recall that Π˜ is an approximation to Πr— a uniform. Therefore, the acceptance will be close
to one when the optimization of the Transport Monte Carlo reaches near its optimal.
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Remark 4. Note that the proposal is independent of the current state pθt, βtq, making this
an independent Hastings algorithm (Tierney, 1994).
As shown in early work [Tierney (1994); Mengersen and Tweedie (1996) among others], a
sufficient condition to ensure asymptotic exactness of MCMC (to be exact, uniform ergodic-
ity), is when the ratio between the proposal and target is bounded from below. In our case,
this can be achieved if Πapβq{ΠrTkpβq; ys ą λ for all k “ 1, . . . , K. To see this,
Qpβ, θq
Πpθ; yqΠ˜rβ | θs “
ρΠrpβq ` p1´ ρqΠapβqřK
k“1wkrTkpβqsΠrTkpβq; ys|det∇Tkpβq|1tTkpβ˚q P Θu
ě p1´ ρqλ{p
Kÿ
k“1
pź
j“1
|sk,j|q.
(9)
In practice, a common choice for Πapβq is a heavy-tail distribution, such as multivariate
t-distribution (provided it can satisfy the above condition).
Another potential issue is that as the dimension pÑ 8, the independent Hastings algorithm
could suffer from the curse of dimensionality, with the acceptance rate approaching 0. A
useful remedy is to use blockwise updating, that each time, proposing changes to one part
of the parameters.
4 Theoretic Study
In this section, we give a more theoretic exposition on the Transport Monte Carlo method.
For mathematic rigor, we will focus on Πpθ; yq being the posterior density that corresponds
to a Lebesgue measure pΘ,BpΘq, µq, with Θ Ď Rp, and B the Borel σ-algebra.
We will justify the mixture-based transport plan from two different perspectives, essentially,
two different factorizations: (i) the approximation to the posterior density via the drawing
distribution ΠrpβqΠ˜pθ | βq; (ii) the approximation to the random transport plan via the
mixture parameterization Πpθ; yqΠ˜pβ | θq.
We first focus on the posterior density approximation, which will also justify our choice of uni-
form distribution as the reference Πr. Without loss of generality, we use β „ Uniformp0, 1qp.
Note after the location-and-scale change, the transformed is another uniform
Tkpβq „ UniformrŚpj“1pmk,j, sk,j `mk,jqs.
Suppose we have generated θ from (5) at value θ0 using twk, TkuKk“1, marginally it has the
density
Π˜pθ0q “
ż
Πrpβq
Kÿ
k“1
vkpβqδtθ0 ´ Tkpβqudβ
“
Kÿ
k“1
vktT´1k pθ0qu
1śp
j“1 sk,j
1tT´1k pθ0q P p0, 1qpu,
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where we exchange the summation and integral, and use
ş
X
fpxqδpx´ yqdx “ fpyq1py P Xq.
Rewriting this as
Π˜Kpθ0q “
Kÿ
k“1
a˜kpθ0q1pθ0 P Ckq,
a˜kpθ0q “ vk˚pθ0qś
j“1,p sk,j
, Ck “
pą
j“1
p´sk,j `mk,j, sk,j `mk,jq,
(10)
where vk˚pθ0q “ vkts´1k d pθ0 ´mkqu.
Note that if we had ΠK˚pθ0q “
řK
k“1 a˜k1pθ0 P Ckq with a˜k does not depend on θ0, then ΠK˚pθ0q
would be a “simple function”. The simple function is routinely used for approximating any
Lebesgue-measurable function, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. (Schilling, 2017) Let pΘ,BpΘqq be a measurable space, and f be a measurable
function. Then there exists a sequence pfKqKPZ`, with each fK a simple function, such that,@θ0 P Θ : f pθ0q “ lim
KÑ8 fK pθ0q.
On the other hand, now since each a˜kpθ0q that can change with θ0, we have a “local simple
function”. To explain the difference, consider the task of approximating a density as plotted
in Figure 3. We can view each a˜k1pθ0 P Ckq as a building block of the density approximator,
with its width determined by the range of Ck and height equal to a˜k. Therefore, in the
canonical simple function, the height a˜k would be fixed for all points θ P Θ; whereas in
the local simple function, its height a˜kpθq becomes adaptive. Therefore, it can efficiently
make use of a few uniforms for a good approximation — as shown in the simulation, with
a small finite number of uniform distributions, our method [corresponding to local simple
function (10)] shows much superior performance in density approximation, compared to a
direct mixture of uniform
ř
vk˚Ukp., .q [with vk˚ some constant, corresponding to the simple
canonical function].
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(a) Approximating Πpθ; yq at θ1 using a mix-
ture of 4 uniforms: in each block, the width
is the support of a uniform, the height is the
uniform density multiplied by the mixture
weight vk˚ pθq.
(b) Approximating Πpθ; yq at θ2 using a mix-
ture of 5 uniforms — among them, two
blocks (red, green) are the same uniforms as
at θ1, but now using different weights vk˚ pθ2q.
Figure 3: Illustration of the local simple function
řK
k“1 a˜kpθq1pθ P Ckq, when approximating
the posterior density Πpθ; yq. This is equivalent to a special mixture of uniforms, with the
mixture weights vk˚pθq locally varying according to θ.
If a˜kpθq can take arbitrary value, then Theorem 1 would directly imply that the convergence
of a certain local simple function to the posterior density. On the other hand, here a˜kpθq
is set by a specific form of vkpθq as in (4), therefore additional work is needed to show the
convergence. We state the result as followed and detail the construction in the proof.
Theorem 2. Let Θ Ď Rp be the set for 0 ă Πpθ; yq ă 8, if Πpθ; yq is a continuous function
in Θ except for finite number of points with probability zero, then there exists a sequence
pΠ˜KqKPZ`, with each Π˜K in the form of (10), such that, Πpθ; yq “ lim
KÑ8 Π˜Kpθq almost every-
where in Θ.
Next, we focus on the random transport plan (1), as the joint probability betweena θ and β.
Recall that we obtain its estimate via discretizing the conditional Πpβ | θq using a mixture
and matching its marginal Π˜pβq to a chosen Πrpβq. We want to show that there exists
solution for tpwk, Tkquk with negligibly small matching error.
To formalize, let P0pθ, βq be a joint density of θ and β, that has the marginals exactly as
β „ Uniformrp0, 1qps and θ „ Πpθ; yq. For a measurable A P Bpβq with β “ p0, 1qp, denote
the conditional measure by
νβ|θpAq “
ż
A
P0pθ, βq
Πpθ; yq dβ P p0, 1s.
Since there exists more than one P0pθ, βq, we can focus on those with νβ|θ corresponding to
a Lebesgue measure.
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Theorem 3. Denote the measures corresponding to Πrpβq and Π˜pβq by pir and p˜iβ, re-
spectively. If P0pθ, βq satisfies νβ|θ is a Lebesgue measure for any finite θ, then there ex-
ists a sequence twk, TkuKk“1 with Tk parameterized by location-and-scale transform (6) and
wk : wkpθq ě 0,řKk“1wkpθq “ 1, such that the total variation distance
lim
KÑ8 supAPBpβq
|pirpAq ´ p˜iβpAq| “ 0.
Strictly speaking, in the above we consider a broad class of functions w : Θ Ñ ∆K´1, with
∆K´1 the probability simplex. This includes more complicated models such as multi-class
neural networks, although empirically, the multinomial logistic function produces satisfactory
performances in the examples we consider.
After explaining how the mixture serves the purposes of both density and transport plan
approximations. We turn to the algorithmic details of the Transport Monte Carlo. As shown
by the last theorem, under a large K, we can expect p˜ipβlq to be close to pirpβlq for most
of the samples βl’s generated during the optimization. On the other hand, since p0, 1qp is a
continuous space, there are always points that we have not trained on — if we generate a
new β˚ and sample θ˚ through (5), how can we guarantee it still has a low approximation
error?
Since we use stochastic gradient descent with batch size nb, by the time when we stop after
t iterations, the optimization is effectively based on n “ nbt training samples. Intuitively,
if the training tβlunl“1 are “dense” enough to cover most of p0, 1qp — that is, the maximal
spacing maxi minj }βi´βj} is small, any new sample β˚ drawn in the sampling stage will be
near a certain training βl; hence, the associated Π˜pβ˚q should be very close to Πpβlq (on the
logarithmic scale, as in the optimization). The following theorem quantifies how the error
vanishes in terms of n.
Theorem 4. If Πpθ; yq is absolutely continuous, then
inf
lPt1...nu
} log Π˜pβ˚q ´ log Π˜pβlq} “ Oppp2 log log n` log nq
n
q.
This above rate is due to the uniform reference Πrpβq having a compact support; hence the
maximal spacing drops to zero rapidly in a roughly Op1{nq rate. For the other reference
with unbounded support, such as multivariate normal, we would not have such a guarantee.
In fact, the rate based on a normal Πrpβq would be approximately Op1{?log nq (Deheuvels
et al., 1986), substantially slower than uniform.
5 Numerical Experiments
5.1 Simulation Study
In this section, we use simulations to illustrate the advantages of using Transport Monte
Carlo over other alternatives.
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5.1.1 Benchmark in Approximation Accuracy
We compare with three alternative approximations: (i) the deterministic transport using
normalizing flow [RealNVP neural network with 6 hidden layer, with each containing 256
latent dimensions (Dinh et al., 2017)]; (ii) the variational approximation using mixture of
normal, with each component having a diagonal covariance
ř
k vk˚Nkpµk, diagtσ2k1, σ2k2uq; (iii)
the variational approximation using simple mixture of uniform
ř
vk˚Ukp., .q, with constantř
k vk˚ “ 1. To provide a fair comparison, we set K “ 10 in Transport Monte Carlo, and use
10 components in all mixture models.
We first reuse the bivariate normal mixture example that we previously considered. Since
the posterior density Πpθ | yq is fully known including the normalizing constant zpyq, we
can compute logrΠ˜pθq{Πpθ; yqs explicitly and compare the mean log-ratio (empirical KL
divergence) with the ideal Eθ„Π˜pθq logrΠ˜pθq{Πpθ; yqs “ 0.
(a) Log-density ratio between
approximate and true posterior
logrΠ˜pθq{Πpθ; yqs
(b) Transport Monte Carlo (c) Normalizing flow.
(d) Variational approxi-
mation using 2-component
normal mixture with
diagonal covariance.
(e) Variational approxima-
tion using 10-component
normal mixture with diag-
onal covariance.
(f) Variational approxima-
tion using 10-component
uniform mixture.
Figure 4: Approximation of a normal mixture using various methods.
Figure 4(a) plots the the log-density ratio logrΠ˜pθq{Πpθ; yqs based on the samples collected
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using various method. The Transport Monte Carlo (panel b) shows very high accuracy, with
the mean log-ratio 0.10. The deterministic transport using normalizing flow (panel c) also
shows high accuracy (mean log-ratio 0.22), although it uses a large number of parameters in
the transform (total 804, 900, vs. 80 used in Transport Monte Carlo). On the other hand, for
the variational approximations, due to the diagonal covariance, the one using a 2-component
normal mixture (panel d) gives a poor result (mean log-ratio 0.78); and increasing the number
of components to 10 (panel e) reduces it to 0.60. Lastly, the approximation with a simple
mixture of 10-component uniforms gives a poor approximate (panel f) with mean log-ratio
1.97 — as mentioned before, this major difference is due to vk (4) in Transport Monte Carlo
is locally varying according to the posterior density Πpθ; yq.
We next consider sampling from a much more challenging density that contains multiple
local maxima:
Πpθ; yq “zpλq´1 exprλHpθ1, θ2qs,
Hpθ1, θ2q “pθ1 sinp20θ2q ` y sinp20θ1qq2 coshpsinp10θ1qθ1q
` pθ1 cosp10θ2q ´ θ2 sinp10θ1qq2 coshpcosp20θ2qθ2q.
with support in p´1.1, 1.1q2. This example was originally proposed by Robert and Casella
(2013) and later modified by Liang (2005). We plot the Hpθ1, θ2q function in Figure 5(a).
And we choose λ “ 1.2, so that the high posterior probability region consists of mostly 8
major peaks, located near the four corners of the support. Using numerical integration, we
have the normalizing constant zpλq « 173.1. We use K “ 100 in the Transport Monte Carlo
and 100 components in all mixture-based methods.
Figure 5(b) shows the log-density ratios. The Transport Monte Carlo shows a very low
approximation error with the mean log-ratio 0.47, and the generated samples indeed recover
the 8 density peaks (panel c). On the other hand, since the target distribution is no longer
normal, the variational inference with normal mixture performs much worse this time, with
mean log-ratio 3.18; the one with uniform mixture has a mean log-ratio 10.01. Surprisingly,
the normalizing flow produces a very poor mean log-ratio 8.00, despite the large number of
parameters used in the neural network; the reason is that all the transport is pointed to only
one local maximum.
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(a) Log-density log Πpθ; yq. (b) Log-density ratio between
approximate and true poste-
rior logrΠ˜pθq{Πpθ; yqs
(c) Samples from Trans-
port Monte Carlo
Figure 5: Appproximated samples from a density that contains multiple local maxima.
In both the simulated examples above, it is worth noting that Transport Monte Carlo also has
the smallest standard deviation in the log-ratios. This becomes particularly advantageous
when using the generated samples in the independence Hastings algorithm. The acceptance
rates are 87% in the first and 93% in the second example.
5.1.2 High-Dimensional Sparse Regression
To assess the performance with the high dimensional parameter, we consider a sparse linear
regression with the regularized horseshoe prior (Piironen and Vehtari, 2017). For data index
j “ 1, . . . , N˜ and covariate index k “ 1, . . . , d,
yj „ Npx1jb, σ2q,
bk „ Np0, λ˜2kτ 2q, λ˜2k “ c˜
2λ2k
c˜2 ` τ 2λ2k
, λk „ C`p0, 1q,
c˜2 „ Inverse-Gammapξ1{2, ξ1ξ22{2q.
where xj P Rd is the covariate; C` denotes the half-Cauchy.
Compared to the original horseshoe prior (Carvalho et al., 2010), the large signals approxi-
mately follow a normal prior Np0, c˜2q, instead of Cauchy, hence has a finite prior mean. As
a result of this modification, Gibbs sampling is no longer applicable, and the Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo is suggested instead.
When simulating the data, we use d “ 2, 000 and N˜ “ 100; σ2 “ 0.01; xj,k iid„ Np0, 1q;
bk „ Np5, 1q for k “ 1 . . . 5, and bk “ 0 for k “ 6 . . . 2000. For both σ2 and τ 2, we use the
informative prior Expp0.01q to induce low noise and shrinkage global scale; for c˜2, we set
ξ1 “ 5, ξ2 “ 10, as suggested by Piironen and Vehtari (2017).
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(a) Traceplots: values of b1 versus the sample index.
(b) Comparing the posterior samples of b1 . . . b10.
Figure 6: Comparing the performance of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo and Transport Monte
Carlo in high dimensional sparse regression. The samples collected from Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo are highly auto-correlated (panel a, left), due to the small step size forced by the
most of the coefficients bk’s close to zero; while the ones from Transport Monte Carlo are
completely independent (panel a, right). The collected posterior distributions are almost
indistinguishable (panel b), despite the dramatic difference in computing efficiency.
The results are compared against Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, using the No-U-TURN sampler
provided by the PyMC3 package. As most of the parameters are close to the degenerate zero,
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo can only use a small leap-frog step, resulting in extremely slow
mixing (6). We run it for 100,000 iterations and thin the chain at every 100th step, and use
them as the posterior sample. This takes approximately 8 hours. In contrast, the Transport
Monte Carlo only takes a few minutes in optimization and can generate new samples almost
instantaneously. Due to the independence, no thinning is needed. The results are almost
identical to the one obtained in costly Hamiltonian Monte Carlo.
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5.2 Application: Graph Estimation under Degree Regularization
We now illustrate the performance of discrete parameter estimation using a data application.
The data are the multivariate EEG time series collected over V “ 128 electrodes when the
human subject is performing a working memory task. Our goal is to estimate an undirected
graph G “ tV , Eu with V “ t1, . . . , V u the nodes and E “ tei,ju the edges, based on the
temporal correlation among those time series. The parameter of the interest is a binary
adjacency matrix A “ tAi,ju, with Ai,j “ 1 if ei,j P E, 0 otherwise for j ă i; Aj,i “ Ai,j and
we fix Ai,i “ 0. In particular, we are interested in finding a subset of nodes that are well
connected during this memory task, while excluding the remaining as isolated singletons.
Therefore, it is useful to consider a prior shrinkage on the graph degree Di “ řj‰iAi,j for
i “ 1 . . . , V .
To prescribe a likelihood for graph estimation, we are motivated by the popularity of the
simple hard-thresholding on the empirical correlation matrix Ai,j “ 1p|ρi,j| ą τq with some
τ P p0, 1q. Although appearing heuristic, it was recently shown to have an equivalence to the
more sophisticated graphical lasso (Sojoudi, 2016). Therefore, it is interesting to develop a
generalized Bayes extension that allows prior regularization. Assuming |ρi,j| ‰ 0 or 1, we
assign a Beta pseudo-likelihood for each |ρi,j| and a degree shrinkage-prior,
Lpρi,j;Ai,jq9|ρi,j|Ai,jp1´ |ρi,j|qAi,j for j ă i,
Π0,ApAq9
Vź
i“1
pφiτq´1 expp´ Di
φiτ
q,
Π0,φpφq9
Vź
i“1
φα´1i , Π0,τ pτq9 expp´ τV q.
Each Ai,j can be viewed as if a Bernoulli random variable and therefore a ‘soft’ thresholding.
Note that although it ignores the positive definite constraint for the correlation matrix, this
generalized Bayes posterior still enjoys coherence in decision theory, as studied by Bissiri
et al. (2016). For the prior, we use the Dirichlet-Laplace shrinkage prior (Bhattacharya
et al., 2015) for the degrees pD1, . . . , DV q , with φ „ Dirichletpα, . . . , αq, τ „ ExppV q with a
weakly-informative mean at V . We use α “ 0.01 to encourage sparsity in pφ1, . . . , φV q.
In this case, there are p “ 8, 193 parameters, and we have both continuous and discrete ones.
To accommodate this, we separate the output of each Tkpβq into three parts pγk1 , γk2 , γk3 q,
corresponding to pA, φ, τq and modify using
Π˜pβq9
Kÿ
k“1
wk
 
Tkpβq
(|det∇Tkpβq|Π0,φpγk2 qΠ0,τ pγk3 qź
jăi
Ltρi,j;Rpγk1 quΠ0,AtRpγk1 qu,
where Π0,φpγk2 q is the Dirichlet density re-parameterized as the transform from gamma ran-
dom variables Gammapα, 1q, multiplied to the associated Jacobian.
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(a) Empirical correlation matrix, shown in ab-
solute values.
(b) Estimated correlation via graphical lasso,
shown in absolute values.
(c) Posterior mean of Ai,j using the Beta likeli-
hood and the degree shrinkage prior, estimated
using Transport Monte Carlo.
(d) Estimated degree Di with the posterior
mean (red) and 95% point-wise credible interval
(blue), estimated using Transport Monte Carlo.
(e) Traceplots of D1 from Gibbs sampling and Transport Monte Carlo algorithms.
Figure 7: Data application using Transport Monte Carlo to estimate a binary adjacency
matrix A, based on the empirical correlation (panel a) using Dirichlet-Laplace shrinkage
on the degrees. By shrinking the degrees of some nodes to zero (panel d), we found well-
connected sub-graphs (panel c). The graphical lasso found a similar structure (panel b),
except that it does not have degree-sparsity aSnd it under-estimates the large signals.
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Figure 7 shows the result of posterior estimation. The prior successfully shrinks the degrees of
some nodes to zero (panel d). The remaining nodes correspond to well-connected sub-graphs
(panel c). To compare, we also ran graphical lasso, and it discovered a similar structure (panel
b), except that it does not have degree-sparsity and under-estimate the large signals, as a
known effect of the l1 regularization. For comparison, we run the Gibbs sampling algorithm
that updates one Ai,j at a time. The mixing is extremely slow, as shown in Figure 7(e).
Transport Monte Carlo is free from this issue as the samples are independent.
6 Discussion
In this article, we show that the random transport plan can be exploited to solve Bayesian
posterior estimation problems. The associated algorithm Transport Monte Carlo directly
incorporates the posterior density/mass function in its drawing distribution, leading to su-
perior accuracy compared to other existing approximate approach.
Since this approach is amenable to common optimization techniques, in addition to com-
puting performance, one useful extension is to further include the rich class of optimization
toolboxes for developing novel priors. For example, recently, Xu and Duan (2020) used our
approach for estimating a projected prior in a low-dimensional constrained space. Since this
approach reduces the barrier between Bayesian and optimization, we expect a broad class of
interesting applications would follow.
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Appendix
Details of Hastings Acceptance Rate

Πpθ˚; yqΠ˜rβ˚ | θ˚s

Πpθt; yqΠ˜rβt | θts
rρΠrpβtq ` p1´ ρqΠapβtqs wct rTct pβtqs((((
(
ΠrTct pβtq;ys(((((|det∇Tct pβtq|ř8
k“1 wkrTkpβtqsΠrTkpβtq;ys|det∇Tkpβtq|
rρΠrpβ˚q ` p1´ ρqΠapβ˚qs wc˚ rTc˚ pβ˚qs((((
(
ΠrTc˚ pβ˚q;ys(((((
(|det∇Tc˚ pβ˚q|ř8
k“1 wkrTkpβ˚qsΠrTkpβ˚q;ys|det∇Tkpβ˚q|
“ 
Π˜rβ˚ | θ˚s

Π˜rβt | θts
rρΠrpβtq ` p1´ ρqΠapβtqs ((((
(
wct rTct pβtqsř8
k“1 wkrTkpβtqsΠrTkpβtq;ys|det∇Tkpβtq|
rρΠrpβ˚q ` p1´ ρqΠapβ˚qs ((((
((
wc˚ rTc˚ pβ˚qsř8
k“1 wkrTkpβ˚qsΠrTkpβ˚q;ys|det∇Tkpβ˚q|
“ rρΠrpβ
tq ` p1´ ρqΠapβtqsř8k“1wkrTkpβ˚qsΠrTkpβ˚q; ys|det∇Tkpβ˚q|
rρΠrpβ˚q ` p1´ ρqΠapβ˚qsř8k“1wkrTkpβtqsΠrTkpβtq; ys|det∇Tkpβtq|
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Schilling (2017).
Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We first focus on Θ “ Rp and Πpθ; yq ą 0 for any θ P Θ. For simplicity, we denote
θ0kl “ TltT´1k pθ0qu.
a˜k “ wkpθ0qΠrTkpT
´1
k pθ0qq; ys|det∇Tk|řK
l“1wkpTlpT´1k pθ0qqΠrTlpT´1k pθ0qq; ys|det∇Tl|
1śp
j“1 sk,j
“ wkpθ0qΠpθ0; yq|det∇Tk|řK
l“1wlpθ0klqΠrθ0kl; ys|det∇Tl|
1śp
j“1 sk,j
“ Πpθ0; yqřK
l“1rwlpθ0klq{wkpθ0qsΠrθ0kl; ys
śp
j“1 sl,j
a) Making Ck’s pairwise disjoint.
For any given K, we can select tmk, skuKk“1 with mk ‰ mk1 if k ‰ k, and s0,j sufficiently
small, so that all Ck’s are pairwise disjoint.
Further, if Πpθ; yq contains points of discontinuity at set tθ:i ui, we can partition the rest
Θztθ:i ui “ Θ1 Y . . .YΘH , with Πpθ; yq continuous in each Θh. Then we can choose suitable
tmk, skuKk“1, so that Ck’s do not contain any θ:i .
b) Piece-wise approximation.
For K large enough, we can have one set Ck0 so that θ0 P Ck0 . Since Ck’s are pairwise
disjoint:
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Kÿ
k“1
a˜k1pθ0 P Ckq “ Πpθ0; yqřK
l“1rwlpθ0k0lq{wk0pθ0qsΠrθ0k0l; ysp
śp
j“1 s0,jq
,
We denote the denominator on the right-hand side by G.
For each l, by the continuity of Πpθ; yq, and each θ0k0l P Cl (a compact set), there exists
a pair of constants pqK,l, rK,lq such that qK,l ě Πpθ0k0l; yq ě rK,l ą 0, and qK,l{rK,l Ñ 1 as
}sl} Ñ 0.
We now choose wlpθq to be a constant invariant to the value of θ, therefore, we will use short
notation wlpθq “ wl from now on. We choose wl91{pqK,lśpj“1 sl,jq, subject to řKl“1wl “ 1.
(i) If Πpθ0; yq ą , we will show that G can go to 1 as K Ñ 8. We choose śpj“1 sk0,j “
1{pKqK,k0q. Therefore,
G ď
Kÿ
l“1
pwl{wk0qqK,l
pź
j“1
sl,j
“KpqK,k0
pź
j“1
sk0,jq
“1,
On the other hand,
G ě
Kÿ
l“1
pwl{wk0qrK,lp
pź
j“1
sl,jq
“p
pź
j“1
sk0,jqqK,k0
Kÿ
l“1
rK,l
qK,l
ě 1
K
K inf
l
rK,l
qK,l
,
which goes to 1 as K Ñ 8.
(ii) If Πpθ0; yq ď , we choose śpj“1 sk0,j “ 1{pKq
G ěp1{KqqK,k0
Kÿ
l“1
rK,l
qK,l
Therefore,
Πpθ0; yq
G
ď qK,k0p1{KqqK,k0
řK
l“1
rK,l
qK,l
ď  1
inf l
rK,l
qK,l
,
which goes to  as K Ñ 8.
Lastly, it is easy to verify that there exists tsluKl“1 so that }sl} Ñ 0 for all l “ 1, . . . , K as
K Ñ 8.
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Therefore, for any θ0 P Θ, there exists a sequence of třKk“1 a˜k1pθ0 P CkquK , such that,
lim
KÑ8 |
Kÿ
k“1
a˜k1pθ0 P Ckq ´ Πpθ0; yq| Ñ 0.
To see how the above extends to Θ as a subset of Rp, as a regularity, we define Πrθ0kl; ys “ 0
if θ0kl R Θ.
Kÿ
k“1
Ka˜k1pθ0 P Ckq “ Πpθ0; yq1pθ P ΘqřK
l“1rwl{wksΠrθ0kl; ys
śp
j“1 sl,j1pθ0k0l P Θq
For each l, if Tltp0, 1qpu Ď Θ, then pqK,l, rK,lq as mentioned before still exist, and set
wl91{pqK,lśpj“1 sl,jq. If if Tltp0, 1qpu Ę Θ, we set wl “ 0. Record K˚ “ řKl“1 1pwl ą 0q.
Since Θ is a continuous set, it is not hard to see K˚ can go to infinity, with appropriate
tmk, skuKk“1.
If Πpθ0; yq “ 0, we have řKk“1 a˜k1pθ0 P Ckq “ 0 for any K˚ ě 1.
If Πpθ0; yq ą , we set śpj“1 sk0,j “ 1{pK˚qK,k0q, we have the denominator:
G “
Kÿ
l“1
rwl{wksΠrθ0kl; ys
pź
j“1
sl,j1pθ0k0l P Θq Ñ 1,
If 0 ă Πpθ0; yq ď , we choose śpj“1 sk0,j “ 1{pK˚q, then the upper bound on Πpθ0; yq{G
goes to  as well, when K˚ Ñ 8.
Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. We show the existence via one (among many) constructions.
The total variational distance is,
}pir ´ p˜i}TV “ sup
AĎPBpβq
|
ż
A
ż
Θ
rΠ˜pβ | θq ´ Πpβ | θqsΠpθ; yqdθ|,
For a measurable A P Bpβq, denote the conditional probability by
νβ|θpAq “
ż
A
P pθ, βq
Πpθ | yqdβ P p0, 1s.
We will divide the Θ into a two sets: a bounded subset Θ˚:
ş
Θ˚ Πpθ; yqdθ “ 1´ {2, and the
rest ΘzΘ˚ with negligibly small measure {2 w.r.t. Πpθ; yq.
a) When θ P Θ˚:
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Let Erns1, . . . , Erns2pn be the partitioning cubes for r0, 1qp, define as Ernsk “Śpj“1rkj˚ {2n, pkj˚ `
1q{2nq for kj˚ “ 0, . . . , p2n´ 1q, and k “ pk1˚ , . . . , kp˚ q. Because νβ|θ is a Lebesgue measure for
any bounded θ, it is not hard to see that
νβ|θpAq “ lim
nÑ8
2npÿ
k“1
1pErnsk Ď Aqνβ|θpErnskq,
νβ|θpAq “ lim
nÑ8
2npÿ
k“1
r1pErnsk Ď Aq ` 1pErnsk Ę A, Ernsk XA ‰ ∅qsνβ|θpErnskq,
That is, the limit measures of the maximum packing cubes, and the minimum covering cubes.
For a sufficiently large n ě NpA, q, we have
νβ|θpAq ´
2npÿ
k“1
1pErnsk Ď Aqνβ|θpErnskq ď {4,
2npÿ
k“1
r1pErnsk Ę A, Ernsk XA ‰ ∅qsνβ|θpErnskq ď {4.
On the other hand, for the mixture distribution:
φpβ | θq “
Kÿ
k“1
wkpθqδrβ ´ T´1k pθqs,
we can find sk,mk such that T
´1
k pθq “ θd s´1k ´mk d s´1k P Ernsk @θ P Θ˚ (that is, reducing
the scale and shifting the location, so that all the support T´1k pΘ˚q falls inside the cube).
Let wkpθq “ νβ|θpErnskq and integrate over A,
Φβ|θpAq “
ż
A
φpβ | θqdβ “
Kÿ
k“1
νβ|θpErnskq
ż
A
δtβ ´ T´1k pθqudβ
piq“
Kÿ
k“1
νβ|θpErnskq1tT´1k pθq P Au
“
Kÿ
k“1
νβ|θpErnskqr1pErnsk Ď A, T´1k pθq P Aq ` 1pErnsk Ę A, T´1k pθq P Aqs,
piiq“
Kÿ
k“1
νβ|θpErnskqr1pErnsk Ď Aq ` 1pErnsk Ę A, T´1k pθq P Aqs,
where piq is due to şA δpx ´ aqdx “ 1pa P Aq, and piiq is due to Ernsk Ď A guarantees
T´1k pθq P A.
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Letting K “ 2np, we have
|νβ|θpAq ´ Φβ|θpAq|
piqď {4`
2npÿ
k“1
νβ|θpErnskq1pErnsk Ę A, T´1k pθq P Aq
piiqď {4`
2npÿ
k“1
νβ|θpErnskq1pErnsk Ę A, Ernsk XA ‰ ∅q
ď {2,
where piq uses triangle inequality, and (ii) is due to T´1k pθq P A implies Ernsk XA ‰ ∅.
b) When θ P ΘzΘ˚:
|
ż
ΘzΘ˚
ż
A
rΠ˜pβ | θq ´ Πpβ | θqsdβΠpθ; yqdθ| ď |
ż
ΘzΘ˚
1 Πpθ; yqdθ| “ {2,
due to | şArΠ˜pβ | θq ´ Πpβ | θqsdβ| ď }Φβ|θ ´ νβ|θ}TV ď 1.
Combining a) and b) we have.
|
ż
A
ż
Θ
rΠ˜pβ | θq ´ Πpβ | θqsΠpθ; yqdθdβ|
piq“ |
ż
Θ
ż
A
rΠ˜pβ | θq ´ Πpβ | θqsdβΠpθ; yqdθ|
piiqď |
ż
Θ˚
ż
A
rΠ˜pβ | θq ´ Πpβ | θqsdβΠpθ; yqdθ| ` |
ż
ΘzΘ˚
ż
A
rΠ˜pβ | θq ´ Πpβ | θqsdβΠpθ; yqdθ|
ď {2
ż
Θ˚
Πpθ; yqdθ ` |
ż
ΘzΘ˚
1 Πpθ; yqdθ|
piiiqď {2` {2
“ 
where piq uses Fubini, piiq uses triangle inequality and piiiq uses ş
Θ˚ Πpθ; yqdθ “ 1´ {2 ď 1.
Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. We first quantify the maximal uniform spacing in p0, 1qp as
∆n “ sup
iPt1...nu
inf
j:j‰i,jPt1...nu
}βi ´ βj}.
Devroye (1982) showed in one dimension p0, 1q the uniform spacing ∆n˚ has
lim suppn∆˚n ´ log nq{p2 log log nq “ 1 a.s.,
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which means for n large enough
∆˚n ď 2 log log n` log nn
As xi „ Uniformp0, 1qp is equivalent to combining p independent Uniformp0, 1q’s, by the
triangle inequality
∆n ď p2 log log n` log n
n
.
This means a new generated β˚ will be within ∆n of an existing βl.
Our next task is equivalent to showing gpβq “ log Π˜pβq has a bounded derivative almost
everywhere. Rewriting
gpβq “ log
Kÿ
k“1
exphkpβq,
hkpβq “ logwkrTkpβqs ` log ΠrTkpβq; ys ` log |
pź
j“1
sk,j|,
and taking derivative with respect to the jth sub-coordinate of β, denoted by βrjs, its mag-
nitude satisfies ˇˇˇˇBgpβq
Bβrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ Kÿ
k“1
exphkpβqBhkpβq{BβrjsřK
l“1 exphlpβq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
Kÿ
k“1
exphkpβqřK
l“1 exphlpβq
ˇˇˇˇBhkpβq
Bβrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ď max
kPt1...Ku
ˇˇˇˇBhkpβq
Bβrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Examining the derivative yieldsˇˇˇˇBhkpβq
Bβrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇB logwkpθq
Bθ |θ“Tkpβq `
B log Πpθ; yq
Bθ |θ“Tkpβq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇBTkpβq
Bβrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Since wkpθq as logistic function is continuous, and Πpθ; yq is absolutely continuous, then first
absolute value is finite almost everywhere, and BTkpβq{Bβrjs “ sk,j
Denote the index that achieves the minimum distance as l0 “ arg inf lPt1...nu }β˚ ´ βi}, then
inf
lPt1...nu
}gpβ˚q ´ gpβlq} ď }gpβ˚q ´ gpβl0q} “ Opp2 log log n` log nn q.
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